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Sumeria Class Mecha

The Sumeria was the first fielded prototype and basis for what all the corporation's mechs in the Terror
Wolf Project were built upon. The original Sumeria was little more than an up-armored forklift style
manned heavy-equipment loader made for lifting or securing equipment in zero-G and airless
environments such as those found on the corporations home on Freehold Factory.

The Sumeria was named such after being retrofitted into a portable heavy weapons platform in YE 41 to
take the fight against rival salvage corporations who refused to acknowledge the Mad Mutants claim and
that of her corporations claim over the entirety of freehold as its defacto heirs after the right to freehold
was given by the clone of the last known master of the world.

The Sumeria, Armed with whatever heavy weapons where available, often a corporation built heavy laser
of some kind on one hardpoint and a small rack of spacer manufactured rockets on the other, proved its
worth as the corporation was finally able to push back against its perceived squatters and claim jumpers
until it showed its final worth against roving Deathcrawler Auto-Tank tanks and hostile automata proved
that an up-armored forklift should be the start of the corporation's endeavors in such a platform, but not
its last.

The Sumeria platform was decommissioned and any active mecha were returned to their original purpose
before the end of YE 41 as newer and actual combat-oriented mecha were built by the corporation to
enforce its claim on freehold.

OOC Notes

Charmaylarg created this article on 2019/08/18 17:08.

This mech isn't made for use in RP and is only background lore/information. All of these will have long
since been decommissioned.
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